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This paper was presented by Dr. Arthur A. Ezra as his contribution
to the 1969 OAR Lectures on R&D Coupling and Informae on Transfer.
The lectures are calculated to foster and stimulate the intellectual
curiosity of Air Force R&D managers, and thus pave the way toward
more rapid applicati ons of scientific results to practical purposes.

Jist as we need to spend energy on moving things from one place into
another, so it seems that the speedy and successful transfer of new
knowledge into practical applicatir-s cannot be achieved without a
considerable investment of resou - and intellectual energy-
Or. Ezra's experiences in seeking the industrial exploitation of
high energy rate foxning techniques vividly illustrate the validity
of this proposition.

A nuber of Air Force people who missed the lecture asked me for
copies of the talk. By publishing Dr. Ezra's narrative we wish to
satisfy this demand. Moreover, we hope that the publication will
-'ovide a stimulus for a much wider discussion of this subject, and
thus insure that the knowledge derived from real-life experiments
in coupling can be applied to government and industrial technology
transfer efforts.

I would like to express my deep appreciation to Dr. Ezra for his
contribution to this field. His sponsors at the Department of
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), and the U. S. Army
Materials and Mechanics Research Center should be congratula :d foiL
a unique and enlightened method of contracting for research which
made the Rener-tion of this knowledge possible.

14 March 1969 ALEXANDER G. HOSHOVSKY
Information Studies Division
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OVERCOMING BARIERq IN R&D COUPLING

ARTHUR A, EzRA

IN..DUCTION

In 1964, the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department

of Defense requested tears of Universities and private czmpanies

(or government research laboratories) to submit proposals suggesting

ways and means of bringing about a direct coupling of science and

technology.

Thi- request for proposal struck a responsive c(..Qrd in me. At

the Mart.hn Company, where I was manager of a research laboratory at

the time, I had been acutely conscious of the problem of converting

the results of research intc techno' gy. Many good papers for the

scien+ific and technical journals had been coming out of the research

organization, but hardly any new technology or new products.

The ARPA request for proposal gave a new perspective to what

was becoming an old problem. In effect, it commanded would-be-

proposers to do some fundamen.-I thinking about the oujling of

science and technology, and made it obvIous that thc asual clicheo

about the management of research would not be acceptable. it left

open the chcice of a research program (provided it was relevant to

Materials Science) but em,;haE d the conversion of res._-ch results

into technology.

A winning team effoi'. composed of the Martin Company and the

University of Denver chome the technical field of high energy rate

forming )f metals td adopted the most stringent definition of tech-

nology - an economically viable process in actual use not Just a
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tucn-,iical report which could be used by others. T _i was ;,-C

more difficult task, but an infinitely more rewarding one.

The sLrategy for the execution of the contract was as follows.

Aplications leading to the estrhli;hment of rY w technology would

be sought as spin-offs from the basic cooract, getting the required

support from the users who would benefit from the new technology.

The basic ARPA contract money woId be spent on the research that

would make the applications possible. There were many good .e.sons

for this approach. First of all, the cost of developing the ap-

plication is at least ten times the cost of the research program

that gave birth to it. Secondly the potential user will take a far

greater interest in the application if he has a stake in it. Since

the basic ARPA funded research program was directed towards antici-

pating and 6olving problems that could arise in applications, it

acte" as an insurance policy, and was very re-assuring to potential

users of our proposed applications. What started out as a nece5sity,

therefore, actually developed into a virtue.

II. BARRIERS TC COUPLING

Ii.i The first coupling goal we setourselvcs was the use of an ex-

plosively formed 10 ft. diameter dos'' for the Titan II Program.

The Martin Company waL tht prime contractor of the Titan II Program,

and a need has been felt for one-piece weld-free domes, which were

being made of 2014 aluminum alloy. Under the stimulus of achieving

this goal, we began to realize that there are natural barriers

between scienc- and technology. The procer, of overcoming them-

the innovation process - is a complex, alte-disciplinary one,
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requiring many diverse skills - marketing, selling, finance, law

and even psychology.

The first step we took towards this coupling goal was initiated

even before the ARPA contract was negotiated. This was the attempt

to convince the potential users within the Martin Company, namely,

the manufacturing division, to explosively form 10 ft. diameter

domes instead of welding together a number of individual segments

formed on a stretch press.

1. Manufacturing Barriers

The barriers to innovation in a manufacturing organization

were observed to be the following.

a) Specifidations

Specifications are intended to ensure reliability and repeat-

ability in a manufacturing process and are a very important quality

control tool. They are also a formidable barrier to innovtion. A

new process is expected to conform to the specifications that were

developed for the old process. Everyone has forgotten how the pre-

vious specifications came into being, namely, after it had been

used enough to determine its reliability, repeatability and the

factors which ensured them. The new product or process can show no

data on reliability or repeatability until it has been used often

enough. Hence a specification for the new process cannot be written,

thus making it unacceptable.

b) Costs

It is not possible to reliably estimate the cost of a new

process that has never been used in production before. This makes
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it difficult, if not impossible to prove the economic benefits of

the new process beyond all reasonable doubt.

c) Cost Accounting Systems

Cost accounting systems are not 'set up with innovation in

mind. Hence it is almost impossible to determine precisely the

cost of an existing process which is part of a manufacturing

operation. This was the case for the Titan II welded domes.

Only estimates of cost could be made, and for comparison with new

technology, these estimates of existing cost always tended to be

on the low side. For example, the estimate of the cost of producing

a welded dome that was presented at a meeting for evaluating ex-

plosive forming was a good deal lower than the estimate of cost

presented at another meeting for replacing a dome on an existing

pressure vessel.

d) Risks of Innovation

There is the ever present.fear - well founded - that new

technology will always have unanticipated technical problems, and

even if technically successful, may not prove to be economically

successful. In the case of failure, who in the organization will

take the responsibility?

However, these apparently unsurmountable obstacles in manufactur-

ing can all be overcome by a single expedient - call for the new

process in the drawings. This relieves manufacturing, which is

trained to follow drawings, from all responsibility for a potential

difficulty or failure. However, it merely passes the prc. lem from

the manufacturing level to the engineering level where drawings are

made.
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2. ]ngineering Barriers

a) Configuration Control: This organizational system exercises

complete control over any change that is made in a drawing once it

has been approved. The system is intended to ensure the internal

consistency of engineering drawings and their compatibility with

manufacturing tooling and procedures. The strongest justification

is required befora a change can be made in an approved drawing.

This built-in resistance to change contitutes an almost insuperable

obstacle to innovation.

b) Schedule and Costs: A project engineer is concerned solely

with meeting the required production schedule and keeping within

budgeted costs. Innovation is a threat to both, and will be fought

tooth and nail by a project engineer. He is well aware of the un-

foreseen technical difficulties that can arise with a new process,

and recognizes that hia goals are incompatible with those of in-

novation.

The only possible way to overcome the engineering barriers to

innovation is to conduct a parallel development and qualification

program in which the new process or product is brought to perfection

before it is allowed to replace the old one.

Such a program is very costly, and therefore require- th:

support of non-research management at a sufficiently high levl.

At this point, the crucial role of top management in the coupling

of science and technology becomes evident.

3. Management Barriers

a) Reporting Level of a Research jrganization

If the research organization reports at too low a level
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of nanaCement, the innovation process - the coupling of science to

zcchnolo;yv - cannot be initiated. The support of top management is

essential.

b) High Cost of Innovation

The cost of innovation is quite high - at least ten times

the cost of the research program that gave birth to it and maybe

more. The temptation to fund several research programs instead of

one major innovation is hard to resist.

c) High Risks of Innovation

It is impossible to foresee all the technical difficulties

that can arise and there is no guarantee of eventual technical

success. There is also no guarantee of economic success, even if

complete technical success is achieved. The worst'hazarC of all

is the impossibility of accurately predicting the total cost.

Decisions to continue a program have to be made every step of the

way, and the further along such a program is from initiation, the

more difficult each succeeding decision to continue becomes, until

the end is almost in sight.

In our case, the coupling goal of explosively formed

10 ft. diameter domes for Titan, did receive support at a sufficiently

high level of management. however, sufficient company funds to do

the entire job could not be provided. Enough foinancial support was

given so that the feasibility of explosively formed domes could be

established. On the basis of 4his data, the Air Force funded an

inprovement program which paid for the cost of a parallel development

and qualification program.
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While this program was carried th-rougn toa sze

conltsonenough difficuilies arose to reveal th-e exicoIence 3of

aduilona3 natural barriers in the developntent pr-ocess.

'4Deveknrsrent Barriers

zt~ iwnijxd-ec1o Tansffer: When the development stage

i tecontrol : '~~e rom th'e res earch rDeole to the

proje't pea -totntly, thie rrequired depth of technical

Ic :)wledge is not pansed on to thie pr-ojec-t pcnpzj.e. This has serious

cosequcncas when urnsizticipated technical r roubles: begin to appear,

as hey utIn this ;st*age Of deeo~et etraditi'ona.l p.roj'ect

engneer i attuineO to coosta and xoheaec, and iT, a any point inf

time it0; ea t'!azt ean4ti!ipa-ed cteand helawJ.e vru

hewil niestainyrscorrmend c ceainof tthe pr o ntL

grouAndz that it was pnxrtu ~tigt+ou ffix

from hi~i owy, shotA-derCi

A, diff'c-in;, rovhMurtt be used toovercorae this'R to~lr x:

Th.- de.velopment preg-am nuvs be preceded by a c.are Cutk train tu .g

]xgrssi conducted, by ;tvt rcsearch peopJe. T'9- v~rurcned pro)ject

engineer and. other key t'o;rz wpople on the prroject should be

tr ained and qualified btoethey ar given ",he responsibil-ity of

the development progrsm. Tri ,ditionAl a ttitoudes of project zmnagenecnt

have to be ch ang~ed. The ex'Lstence of' unforeseen techncal difficulti-)es

xoutt be. accepted. 4nd b~udgets for coatingencies must be provided. Tfh e

research responsibility whic'h isi redvud t- an &Cvisory role, ust

still. retadi a reopower over "lec~zca>- eisions.



2 rocureet Barriers

A new process or Droduct zfa requ-ire -r a~erials or- com-

ponents that are not reaily available, or L-Ipossibie to ge;.

Substitut-ions must never be accepted unti t1-heir- fuli ccnsequences

ca be evaluated, This often cannot be readily done because there

i, not enough depth of knowledge behind the new process. Every

Procurement compromise must be regrzded as a potvential dif~ficulty,

and it li often better not to pro-ceed with the new program n~

it is resolved.

c)Survival Barriers

A particular application that has been c',.osen for a

deelpmen program may prove to have only marginal economic

beiiefits or none at all. Since it is alWays cfheaper and faster when

sometnr~ig is done for the second time, due wt:.Lght must be given to

th; efret oil learning and experience on future costa. Since this

ic ardi~oquatify. it is wise to immediately seek other applications

c..os th-i orkfina,. one so that the effects of !xperience on co.jt

c be e a, rkstrae iX a timely irAnn.er. Thio was cur excperience on

then~xlo:~elyformc d 'JrI 10 ft, diameter dome. The benefits

wereo zzxgina&, b-tit "Mediate sub eqven;t kpplication of this k~nowledge

to xp~e~ or 5ft -it'ei. doxne, for &.nother m~esile p-rogram,

in the M" rtiz C".oI-piny irover& to I'e be'tter and cheaper than spinning.

This onabled expl;sive formi.ng to aeian a A~cre* aurabl., footholi in

4the Yaxu2aII:tii.rig .?iviniong, mhere it is now acceptt-.1 as a forming

Siace &A. rplicoxti'1 calamo-t be aii: rm& succer-sful, a
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n&w tcc~ioogy must keep ex-;,ndi ng in order t'O survive. In orcir

,o kxand, it needs a steadiy increasing nut.ber of trained perso.e..

A University plays a key role here, since one of its major functions

is teaching. The basic knowledge of the new process has to be im-

parted to students, wao can then be assimilated into the expanding

technology.

111. MIANAGMENT PROBUEIS & 4ECOYMME1-AT IONS

1. 2ja : It is always difficult to determine the appropriate noment

to begin the coupling proceks, i.e,, to begin trying to apply the

results of research. If the effort is made too soon, problems will

certainly arise and there is the feag that the emerging new tech-

nology will be dubbed a failure.

Experience has shown that unanticipated problems will always

arise, no matter what the timing. MAnagement just has to adjust

itself to this, if it wishes to make 4 serious effort to couple

science and technology. In a research environment it is impossible

to foresee every technical difficulty that will arise when applica-

tions are attempted. The coupling program just has to pr'.°ide for

xianticipated difficulties, and must be prepared to senti the program

back to research if necessary. This does not consitute failure,

si-,.!e the technical problems of converting research results have to

be identified beforethey can be 4oived. Not only will Lhis attempt

at applications identify the problems but will give a new perspective

and fresh outlook to the research program itself which it would never

have acquired otherwise. It will also provide a useful training

process for those who will ultimately have the responsibility for

the final development program.
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A formaX effor ,uzti be made, however, to transfer all the
nowledge th;at is p e from research to the project people

before the couplin.g cff'Lt begins. This will ensure that a learning

experience and not a traumatic experience will occur. This transfer

of knowledge will not be easy. Research people will have to divert

their efforts to teaching, incomplete scientific knowledge will have

to be put . a form that can be assimilated by people with a lesser

depth of knowledge. Unless there is complete acceptance of this

nl n of action by the people in c lved, &rd a thorough understanding

of its reasons, there will be strong resistance every step of the

way,

In the last analysia, the attempt to couple will provide

valuable ;at& for a zaagement decision to either give wholehearted

support or to w ed out a particular research program. The sooner

such a decision is r,4de the better.

2. Selection: A research director will be faced by a bewildering variety

of choices when he tries to select a research program to initiate the

coupling process. Nobody can possibly have the required depth of

knowledge in all the various disciplines respresented by the research

programs. How, then, is it possible to choose wisely? First of all,

he must accept the fact that no matter which program he chooses,

troubles will develop, and that the purpose of making this selection

is tc identify the difficulties. It therefore makes no difference

which program he selects since these objectives will be met by any

one of them. The only differerce is that some will run into troubles

sooner than others. If the cou]ling program is designed with the



L ncci.sity of a strategic wit.hdrawaL in ind, i.t carn safeiy be

predicted that every coupling program wil-l go according to p]a.

Ei-ey year at least one research program nnould be sfngli.:,d

out for special attention to initiate the coupling process. This

will he4p to identify those research people who are latent etre-

preneurs and whose research r ograms will consequently have a

higiier probability of success,

It would be wise for an advisc .' or review co=-ittee to help

selec; the research program. This not oaly provides the benefit of

dLferent points of view, but also shares the responsibility for the

risk inherent in such a program.

3. Oranzation of a Couling Progran: Experience cn the ARPA co, ling

program shows that a three way team effort, with government, indus ti

and university participation is ',-th logical and fru-tful. Because

of the high risk and the large amunts of money involved, the g ,ovex. -

ment is involved by necessity, as it has oeen in the pm.t, :un ,1l

new technologi'al developments of any significance. In this case

however, the government contract monitor must be a well qualified

technical man, as the role he must play goes well beyond the con-

ventional bookkeeping -,e. He has to participate actively, by

helping to identif ; potential applications for the research results

within the government; he must arbitrate disputes between the industry

and univc 'sit team members; and he muat take responsibility for the

unpleasant but necess&- task of pruning and trixming the program

as it proceeds.
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The U niversity role in such a program is to provide t1;e necessary

e dep-h ay- breadth of scientific and technical knowledge, an- to

e -erat, the supply of trained igineering students who will oe needed

for tne new technolog to survive and grow. The University role in

systematizing and disseminating the new knowledge is essential. A

coupling program must therefore provide for this information dis-

semination eid educ.tional task in addition to the research efforts.

The role of the industrial orgaaization is obvious - it is the

aser of the new technology.

IV. CONC LUS IONS

The princinles Qf coupling that have been generated hy this

ARPA pi-ogram need to be put to the test. Only after a specific

test case will there be enough confidence to encourage their wide-

spre&a use by research management.

ii
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